Services UNI-INFO

In addition to the practical information about studying and living in Fribourg in general, UNI-INFO offers the following services:

Campus Card
- We replace your lost Campus Card (CHF 20).
- We «unblock» your blocked Campus Card.
- We pay back the rest of your balance (CHF 5 basic fee).

Confirmation of registration (Confirmation of inscription)
- We can establish a confirmation of registration signed by hand.

Confirmation of exmatriculation
- We can establish a confirmation of exmatriculation.

BeNeFri
Form for a reimbursement of the transportation costs:
- We have the form at your disposition.
- We can accept and forward the duly completed forms.

Interruption of studies
- We have the form at your disposition.
- We can accept and forward the duly completed forms.

Certified copies of diplomas and attestations issued by the University of Fribourg
- We can produce certified copies (CHF 5).
  Information: http://www.unifr.ch/uni-info/en/index/certified
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